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The authors raise three principal questions. First, what part should traditional 
tmining schools play in j)roviding treat men t for youthful offenders? Second, what 
is the ?'e/at ive effectiveness of community based in compm'ison to institutional 
treatment services for juvenile delinquents? Third, what pTOblems arise in under
laliing a radical change in f)olicy and program from institutioll 10 community 
based services? To answer these questions, the Center for Criminal Justice at the 
Harvard Law School is evaluating the reforms undertaken by the Massachusetts 
DepaTtment of Youth Servi~es since I969. This article offers a prelimina?"y repol·t 
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and description of the pr.oblems and progress of these reforms through three 
phases: the emergence of a mandate for reform, the reform of institutional treat
ment, and the move from institutions to community corrections. Interviews with 
staff and youth so far indicate a positive response of youth to the new programs. 

The most fundamental assumptions in the field of youth correctiOns are under 
attack. The Massachusetts Department of Youth Services has become the most 
visible national symbol of a new philosophy of corrections through its repudia
tion of the public training school approach and its advocacy of therapeutic com
munities and alternative community-based services. 

The radical symbolism of the Massachusetts reforms is heightened by the fact 
that the first public training school for boys in the United States was established 
at Westboro, Massachusetts, in 1846, and the first public training school for girls 
at Lancaster, Massachusetts, in 1854. Since then the public training school has 
become the last resort for dealing with delinquent youth, though a small number 
may face adult criminal court and confinement in adult prisons. 

A key organizing principle of traditional training schools is punishment. There 
are efforts. at vocational and general education in the training schools, but the 
institutions are basically custodial and authoritarian. Resocialization efforts are 
commonly reduced to instruments for creating conformity, deference to adult 
authority, and obedience to rules. Regimented marching fonnations, shaved 
heads and close haircuts, omnipresent officials, and punitive disciplinary mea
sures have been the authoritative marks of the training school, along with the 
manipulation of privileges, such as cigarette smoking, T.V. watching, home 
visits, or release to reward compliance. 

Criticism of the traditional training school comes from three major sources. 
For many years the documentation of high rates of recidivism among training 
school graduates has created pressure for ne'N' solutions. For example, the pio
neering studies of Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck offered painstakingly assembled 
evidence of the high rates of arrest and conviction of new offenses among those 
exposed to training school experiences.1 The classical studies by Shaw and McKay 
in the Chicago area project and the Illinois Institute of Juvenile Research docu
mented the role of traditional training schools as agencies for socializing young 
people into adult criminal careers.2 They showed how exp?sure to these institu-

1 Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Criminal Careers in Retrospect (New York: Common-
wealth Fund, 1943). . 

, Clifford R. Shaw, The Jack Roller, A Delinquent Boy's Own Story (Chicago: University of Chi· 
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tions labeled young people as "delinquent" or "criminal," and how family, 
school, neighborhood, job market. and criminal justice agencies reinforced the 
stigma, reSUlting in high rates of reciclivism.3 These early studies have been 
supported by more recen t work.4 

A secone! source of criticism comes from the development of new ideologies 
of treatment in the human serdces. These approaches argue that individual 
and group counseling and therapy will lead to personal insight and better social 
adjustment. The)' urge that the problems of youth offenders be considered in 
the context of family and communal relations where preparation for law-abiding 
adulthood ordinarily occurs.5 This search for community based treatment re
sources has derived support from research studies that document the pervasive
ness of delinquent conduct throughout all social classes.u These studies have 
underscored the bias in\'ol\'ed·in employing public training schools as a principal 
means of control and treatment for primarily lower class offenders.7 Practitioners 
have accordingly begun to ~tress the efficacy of benign non-intervention, diver
sion to non-criminal justice treatmellt programs, or privately purchased services 
for the poor as more constructi\'e and less stigmati~ing solutions to ,he authority 
problems of lower class )outl!fuJ oIrentlers, and more nearly equivalent to solu
tions employed extensively in the middle class for similar problems.S 

A third major source of challenge to the traditional training school has come 
from those concerned with protecting the civil rights of children. The U.S. Su-

cago Press, 1930); Clifford R. Shaw (·t al., SOfial Factors in juvenile Delillqlll'llc)" A Study for the 
National COlllmiHion 011 L{IlI' ()iJsellmnce {mel EnforCl'IIlL'71t, \'oL 2, No, 13 (\\'ahhington, D. C,: U. s. 
GOVernment Printing Offiu', 1931). 

:t Henry D. !\ftKa)', "Report on the Criminal Career; riC Male Delinquents in Chicago," in Presi
dent's Commission 011 La\\' Enforcement and Administration oC justice, Task Force on juvenile 
Delinquency Report: jlll'cnile Delinquency and Youth Crime (Washington, D.C..: U. S. Government 
PrinlingOffice,lg()7)· 

• Paul Lcrman, "E,aluath·c Studies of Institutions for Delinquents: Implications for Research 
and Social Policy," Social Jrorlt, 13 (July 19(8),55-64, 

, Presidellt\ Commhsioll Oil Law Enforcement und Administration of jllhtice, Task Force all 
Juvenile De!illqllcncy, RejJOrt, eh. 2. 

U james F. Short, jr., and F. Ivan Nye, "Extent oC Unrecorded Delinquency, Tentative Conclu
siems," jOlll1/{/1 uf CI·iminal LalL', Criminology and Police Sciellce, 49 (Novcmber-December 1958), 
pp. 296-302; ROllald L. Akers, "Sodo-Economic Status and Delinquenl Belw\'ior: A Retest," jour
lIai of Research ill (;1 illl/' mul lJelillqIlI'IIC)" I (January 19(4), pp .. ~8-46. 

7 Presidcllt's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration oC Criminal justice, Task 
Fcm·c 011 Juvcnile DelillqlU!1/C) Rejmlt: juvenile Delinqllellcy and YOllth Crillle (Washington, D.C.: 
U.s. GovernmCJlI Prinling Olliee, 1!1()7). 

'Elizabeth ,'orcn/lcrg and jamcs Vorenberg, "Early Diversion Crom the Criminal justice System: 
PmClice in .'it·arch of a Theory," in Lloyd E. Ohlin, ed., Prisoners itl Amerim (Englewood Cliffs. 
;\;. j.: Prentice.Hall, 1973). 
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preme Court decision in re Gault in 1967 stimulated test cases exploring the 
constitutionally protected rights of children,9 These cases are beginning to focus 
on what due process means for children and to raise issues relating to a "right to 

treatment" as well as a "right to be let alone."lO They have called greater atten
tion to whether treatment programs adequately take account of the best in
terests of the child. Given this new critical exploration of the righ~s of children, 
it is understandable that the concepts and practices of the traditional training 
school have come under increasing attack. 

These challenges to training schools have posed problems for Massachusetts 
and many other states, What new system of services or intervention criteria should 
replace the existing system? How is it possible to change the system into one 
which relies primarily on community based treatment? What programs should 
be created? How should resources be re-allocated, staff developed, and appro
priate distributions of private and public responsibilities for service be arranged? 
Finally, how can we be sure that the new system produces better results than 
the one it supplants? 

The response in Massachusetts to these questions is discussed in the following 
account. It draws freely on a variety of evaluation studies of the Massachusetts 
Department of Youth Services conducted by the Center for Criminal Justice at 
the Harvard Law School over the past three and one half years.ll It is a preli
minary report. A final appraisal must await more complete analysis, but the 
widespread interest in the Massachusetts experiment justifies at this time a re
view of the reform effort "nd some of the problems it encountered. 

Phase I: Emergence of a Mandate for Reform 

A series of crises in youth correctional services in Massachusetts culminated in 
March, 1969, with the resignation of the Director of Youth Services and prepared 

• Sanford J. Fox, Cases and Materials ;111 Modern Juvenile JlIStice (St. Paul, Minn.: West Pub
lishing, 1972). 

10 Ted Rubin, Law as an Agent of Delinquency Prevention (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, Social and Rehabilitation Service, Youth Development and De
linquency Prevention Administration, 1971). 

11 We will not attempt to describe here the nature of th~se studies or the methodology employed. 
For those wishing a more complete account of the methodology, oopies of a descriptive sta~ement 
entitled "EvalJation of the Effects of Alternatives to Incarceration of j!lvenile Offenders," unpub
lished document dared August, 1973, aTe available from the National Institute on Law Enforcement 
and Administration of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration U.S. Department of jus-
tice, Washington, D.C. . 
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the way for reform. Prior to 1948 Massachusetts judges committed children di
rectly to individual institutions for the care of delinquent boys and girls. New 
legislation in 1948 and 1952 created a Youth Service Board and a Di,vision of 
Youth Services (DYS) nominally within the Department of Education but ad
ministratively autonomous. The Youth Service Board, whose chairman was also 
director of DYS, made decisions concerning the placement of youth within the 
institutions, their transfer, parole, and discharge. 

The Director from 1952 to 1969, Dr. John D. Coughlin, was an articulate 
and vigorous advocate of the philosophy of youth training schools. Over these 
years the rhetoric of rehabilitation and conspicuous successes in such programs 
as the forestry camp and other helpful enterprises obscured the basically custodial 
and authoritarian grounding of this system. The available results of earlier stud

ies are fragmentary but the rates of recidivism varied from 40 to 70 percent de
pending upon the age group, length of follow-up, and criteria of recidivism 
employed.12 At the time of Coughlin's resignation in 1969 the DYS included a 
unit for delinquency prevention, an office for the supervision of parole for boys 
and one for girls, and ten institutions including four detention and reception 
centers, a forestry camp, a school for pre-adolescent boys at Oakdale, a school 
for younger male adolescents at Lyman, an industrial school for older boys at 
Shirley, the Institution for Juvenile Guidance for troublesome and emotionally 
distUl bed boys at Bridgewater, and an industrial school for girls at Lancaster. 

From 1965 to 1968 the DYS was the subject of six major critical studies. The 
initial investigations were stimulated by reports of brutal and punitive treatment 
of youth at the Institution for Juvenile Guidance at Bridgewater. The publicity 
attending these cl,1arges led Governor John A. Volpe to request a study and 
recommendations from technical experts in the Children's Bureau of the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education and 'Welfare. 

The HEW study found many deficiencies in the Massachusetts systemYI It 
pointed to the dominance of custodial goals and practices over those of treat
ment, the lack of effective centralized supervision and direction of child care, the 
absence of an adequate diagnostic and classification system, the failure to develop 
flexible and professional personnel practices, and the ineffectiveness of parole 
supervision. These findings were confirmed by a blue ribbon committee of local 

12 Estimates provided in interviews lVith DYS officials and former DYS officials. 
"U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Welfare Administration, Children's Bu· 

reau, "A Study of the Division of Youth Service and Youth Service Board, Commonwealth of Massa
dillsetts" (Washington. D.C,: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966). 
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experts appointed by Governor Volpe in 1967 under the sponsorship of Dr. 
Martha Elliot, Chairman of the Massachusetts Committee on Children and Youth 
and former Director of the Children's Bureau in HEW. The criticisms developed 
in these studies and their recommendations were supported by further investiga
·ions initiated by the Attorney General and by Senate Committees. These in
v 5tigations crystalized the formation of a coalition of civic and professional 
groups in support of major reforms. Periodic crises in the DYS became increas
ingly the focus of newspaper attention and mobilized a critical audience in the 
general public.14 

The liberal coalition led by the Massachusetts Committ~e on Children and 
Youth introduced reform legislation in 1968, but passage was deferred until the 
following year. In the interim a new major crisis developed at the Institute for 
Juvenile Guidance at Bridgewater. Staff factions developed within the institu
tion around clinical as oppo~ed to punitive treatment of youth behavior prob
lems and this conflict was documented in the public press. A local community 
group, the Committee for Youth in Trouble, organized to support the clinical 
services f~ction. It joined with the Massachusetts Committee on Children and 
Youth to broaden the attack on the goals and policies of the DYS and the abIlity 
of the Director and his staff to administer an effective treatment program.1G 

In January, 1969, Governor Francis Sargent was inaugurated to complete the 
unexpired term of Governor Volpe. Governor Sargent expressed his strong sup
port for the reform legislation. He secured the resignation of the Director, ap
pointed an interim Director and a blue ribbon committee to undertake a national 
search for a new commissioner, signed into law new legislation reorganizing the 
DYS in September, 1969, and appointed Dr. Jerome Miller as Commissioner of 
the reorganized Department of Youth Services in October, 1969, on the recom
mendation of the search committee. 

Commissioner Miller took charge of the new Department with a mandate 
from the legislative and executive branches of the state government and the 
liberal reform groups to initiate more progressive policies and treatment of de
linquent youth. Though some specific recommendations for c'lange in the goals 
of the Department had been proposed in the earlier investigations, primarily 

"The exploitation of crises for the formation of coalitions of criticism and defense of public 
agencies in the process of reform is described more fully in Lloyd E. Ohlin, "Organizational Re· 
form in Correctional Agencies" in Daniel Glaser, ed., A Handbook 011 Criminology (New York: Rand 
McNally, 1974). . 

,. For a more detailed statement of these events see Yitzhak Bakal, cd., Closing Correctiollal In
stitutions (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heath, 1973), pp. 151-180. 
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in the direction of more effective clinical and diagnostic services and community 
supervision, the mandate was in the main broad and undefined. 

Phase II: Reforming Institutional Treatment 

Commissioner Miller had earned his doctoral degree in social work while in 
military service, and subsequently had organized a new institution for the dis
turbed or delinquent children of American Air Force personnel in England. 
For a brief period following his service discharge he served as training officer in 
the Department of Youth Corrections in Maryland. He then taught in the School 
of Social Work at Ohio State University where he helped develop training and 
treatment programs in both the juvenile and adult correctional services in Ohio. 

The search committee was especially impressed with Miller's deep cc;mcern for 
youth in trouble and his sense of urgency, as ll:f!ll as confidence, that better ways 
could be developed to help them. He expressed special attraction to a post as com
missioner where a commitment to reform had already been made. He thought that 
the effectiveness of institutional services for youth could be greatly increased by ap
plying the treatment principles developed in therapeutic communities for adults by 
,Maxwell Jones in England and Scotland.16 These strengths overcame the search 
committee's two major reservations about Miller's administrative and political 
competence. First, his professional career had not tested his capacity to administer 
a human service agency of this size and scope. Second, he had not had experience 
dealing with the political considerations that deeply penetrate the organization 
and operation of state bureaus in l'vIassachusetts. 

During the first two years of his administration, Miller sought to humanize 
services for delinquent children, and to build a more therapeutic climate within 
the institutions. Throughout this period his efforts were severely hampered by 
financial and personnel constraints. First, it was almost a year before he obtained 
appropriations to staff the new positions and services authorized by the reform 
legislation. A ppropriations were still allocated within the line budget of the DYS 
to particular institutions, staff positions, and services. To reallocate funds was 
a very cumbersome and lengthy process that wound its way through the state 
Administration and Finance Office and the legislative appropriations committee. 
Second, the rigidity of the civil service system made it virtually impossible to 
transfer personnel between institutions and services except on a voluntary basis. 

10' Maxwell Joncs et ai" The Therapeutic Community (New York: Basic Books, 1953). 
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Massachusetts personnel practices mix political patronage with civil service pro
cedures for recruiting and protecting employees in the positions to which they 
are certified. With few staff vacancies and without new or transferable funds the 
prospects of effecting major reforms during the first year appeared remote in
deed. Even with additional funds during the second year the pervasive wait '1nd
see attitude of entrenched staff promised little change. The challenge confronting 
Miller. was to mobilize and release energy for change. 

Articulation of Goals 

Shortly after his appointment the new Commissioner began, to define the goals 
of his administration. He stated to the staff, the press, and civic, professional, 
and religious groups that he intended to humanize the treatment of offenders 
and to build therapeutic communities within existing institutional facilities. This 
model of treatment would require a democratic relationship between staff and 
youth in small units. A social climate had to be created in which both staff and 
youth were encouraged to express their feelings and concerns freely and honestly. 
Decisions, relating to housekeeping problems, discipline, privileges, home visits, 
and release were to be made openl y in cottage meetings after full discussion. 

This treatment model challenged the basic features of the traditional training 
school system. Little change could be expected until the differences in philosophy, 
goals, staff and youth roles, and the processes of decision-making could be drama
tized, justified, and enforced. 

One of the first directives, issued by the new Commissioner in November, 1969, 
ordered that henceforth youth in the institutions would be allowed to wear their 
hair as they chose. The "haircut edict" raised a storm of protest and cries of 
permissiveness among staff long accustomed to shaving boys' heads on admission, 
regulating length, and using haircuts as punishment. It is doubtful that Miller 
fully recognized at first the sensitivity of this issue. In the emerging youth style 
of the times thirty-eight year-old Miller wore his own hair longer than most state 
officials. Hair style and length were hotly contested in many families, schools, 
and business establishments as a visible symbol of youth revolt against adult regu
lations. Miller vigorously defended the edict to dramatize the new adminis
tration's desire to accord committed youth greater freedom and shrugged off 
derogatory staff references to the "hippy commissioner." The resonance of this 
issue with a large number of moral issues relating to authority, allocation of 
discretion, responsibility, initiative, and self-expression gave th'e directive a sym
bolic value of great importance. It clearly cast,.I'vIiller as a youth advocate in 
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OppOSItIOn to traditional expectations Clnd established the basic issues and roles 
of fu ture dramas. 

As the protest simmered down, other directives followed. It was ordered that 
youth should be allowed to wear their own street clothes rather than institu
tional garments. The practice of marching in silent formation from one activity 
to anothf.r was discontinued. Staff protested: greater freedom of movement made 
running away easier and street clothes made committed youth more difficult to 
identify if they had run away. The edicts signified to staff that custodial concerns 
would increasingly be subordinated to treatment objectives. 

Miller became convinced that he could not successfully establish the thera
peutic community model until he had removed the basic supports of the tradi
tional system. He looked especially to the fear of greater punishment, depriva
tion, or personal degradation that constituted the keystone of the authority sys
tem throughout the institutions. He immediately turned, then, to the Institute 
for Juvenile Guidance at Bridgewater and Cottage #9 at Shirley, reserved for 
those youngsters seen as most disturbed or rebellious. These institutions repre
sented the final sanctions in a graduated set of possible control measures to induce 
conformity by restrictions on freedom of movement, denial of privileges, physical 
abuse, enforced idleness, silence, and gestures of deference toward adult author
ities. Miller initiated measures to humanize both sites. A general order forbade 
any staff member to strike or physically abuse youth. Other directives tried to 
eliminate the stultifying routines of enforced idleness and silence in the punish
ment units and the use of strip cells and other measures of extreme isolation. 
An effort was made to introduce more constructive activities. Greater controls 
were imposed on screening and assignment to these units and the duration of stay. 
Frequent, una-nnounced inspection visits were used to discourage evasions of the 
new directives. Even these measures did not seem sufficient. By mid-summer of 
1970 the Commissioner had paroled or transferred the youth committed to Bridge
water and he then closed the Institution. Cottage #9 at Shirley remained in some 
measure a symbol of the old system until in the winter of 197 1-7 2 it, too, was 
closed. 

The difficulty the Commissioner encountered in changing procedures in these 
facilities testified to the tenacity of the principles of punishment and enforced 
adult authority. Cottage and program staff over the years had come to accept 
them as indispensable to preserving order and inducing conformity. Other meth
ods of establish'ing adult authority through superior knowledge, mutual trust 
alld respect, admiraLion, emulation, and affecLion were also occasionally evident. 

• 
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The new administration sought to encourage these more difficult and demanding 
forms of authority relationships with youth. However, to achieve this, they felt 
convenient resort to traditional punishment measures had to be removed or 
made much more difficult. 

The new administration took other steps to alter the control system. For ex
ample, a new directive authorized youth eligible to smoke to carry their own 
cigarettes. Previously, youth surrendered their cigarettes to staff members who is
sued them as a reward for doing chores or withheld them as punishment. Doling 
out cigarettes or denying access to them constituted for staff a simple but very 
useful control measure for enforcing authority. Like the '.'haircut edict," the 
"cigarette edict" both dramatized a change in goals and altered control alterna-
tives available to staff. . 

All of these administrative actions led to strong protests by line staff members 
to institution superintendents and friend~ in the legislature. For a time resistant 
staff members or their friends appeared regularly when Miller gave speeches 
to community groups to raise questions about the loss of control and the threat 
of mass runaways to local communities. To the extent that staff capacity to 
control youth relied on these traditional control measures, their complaints were 
indeed justified. It was not clear when these directives were issued whether the 
administration could retrain staff in the uses of authority. 

New Treatment Programs and Policies 

The new administration sought to demonstrate the value and feasibility of new 
models of treatment. As funds became available staff was recruited and assigned 
to the newly created bureaus of institutions, education, clinical services, and after
care. Assistant commissioners were appointed to direct each of the four bureaus. 
By the end of Miller's first year, his central office staff exehised a more definitive 
role in the development of programs to implement the new philosophy of treat
ment. Despite the hostility of conservative staff members, many youth and espe
cially younger professional staff members expressed a desire to experiment with 
a therapeutic community model. However, no one except Miller seemed to know 
how such a treatment program should be operated and what it would require 
of staff and youth. 

To help answer some of these questions the Commissioner persuaded Dr. Max
well Jones, whose methods he had observed in England, to lead a three-day 
conference of staff and youth at the Shirley Institution. Jones explained the prin
ciples of a therapeutic community and directed a series of demonstrations involv-
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ing youth and staff. The demonstration groups created an open climate for staff 
and youth to express feelings and concerns and to direct them toward construc
tive ends. Jones' personal skill and warmth during these demonstrations drew 
applause from most staff and youth, but it was clear that for many staff members 
the shift from traditional staff roles would not only be very difficult and slow but 
in many cases impossible to achieve. 

The conference, however, reinforced the new policy of decentralization at 
Shirley so that not only cottage life experiences but also educational, vocational, 
and other forms of counseling or therapy would be self-contained within each 
cottage unit. The pressure from the new Boston Office administrators to adopt 
the new group treatment policies spread from Shirley to Lyman and Lancaster 
during the next year and a half, reinforced by dramatic changes in staff assign
ments, described below. Many cottages continued to operate in the traditional 
manner, but others experimented, sometimes with remarkable success, in estab
lishing a therapeutic community. 

In the summer and fall of 1971 the Center for Criminal Justice at Harvard 
University conducted studies in cottages at Shirley, Lyman, Lancaster, and Tops
field. These studies compared the attitudes of staff and youth in traditional cot
tages to those trying the therapeutic model. Table I shows differences in youth 
reactions to the social climate of experimental and traditional cottages just prior 
to the closing of the major institutions in the late fall of 1971 and early 1972 • 

These, and results of related studies, demonstrate consistently that decentralized 
cottage treatment and group therapy could lead to remarkably better reactions 
and experiences even for youth within the same institution. The reactions of the 
youth reveal significant differences between the therapeutic community and the 
traditional custodial model. The idea of the therapeutic communit.y is to re
structure the authority system of the cottage, with youth taking new responsibili
ties for decisions affecting themselves and each other, on matters ranging from 
privileges in the cottage to home visits and ultimately release on parole. It seeks 
to cultivate a sense of group cohesiveness to offset the usual tendency for the 
cottage to splinter into "tough," "punk," "good kid" and staff cliques, that 
achieve control by allowing the toughest youth to dominate the others. 

everal attempts were made to create programs for girls and boys in the same 
institution and even the same cottage. The first such program set up a cottage 

)1', . .(' for girls transferred from Lancaster at the Lyman School for Boys. A cottage was 
. also created at Lancaster for young boys from Oakdale for whom home place
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Youth Response to Social Climate Items in Experimental and Traditional Cottages. 

Cottage Type 

Experimental Traditional 
Social Climate Item * (Percent) (Percent) 

If the kids really want to, they can share in decisions 
about how this cottage is run. 94 85 

Kids in the cottage will help a new kid get along. 91 65 

Kids in this cottage usually tell someone when they 
think he's done something wrong. 89 77 

I feel very much that I fit here. 82 52 

The cottage staff deals fairly and squarely with everyone 80 57 

If a kid messes up, the staff will punish her/him. 66 81 

Most kids here are just interested in doing their time. 65 81 

If a kid does well, other kids will tEll! him so personally. 61 34 

Other kids will reward a kid for good behavior. 60 37 

Other kids here give you a bad name if you insist on being 
different. 38 61 

The kids in this cottage have their own set of rules on how 
to behave that are different from those of the staff. 36 57 

There are a few kids here who run everyttiing. 35 59 

There are too many kids here who push other kids around. 33 62 

This cottage is more concerned with keeping kids under 
control than with helping them with their problems. 30 61 

Real friends are hard to find in this cottage. 25 44 

This cottage is pretty much split into two different groups, 
with staff in one and kids in the other. 19 55 

*The items in this table differentiate between the Experimental and Traditional cottages more 
strongly than one would expect to be the case by chance at the .05 leveL In the Experimental cottages, 
the number of youth responding to each question varies from 85-89; and in the Traditional cottages, 
from 82-86. 

and management of younger children. After a serious fire at the girls detentiO

u and reception center in Boston, girls were housed in the same building as boys 
in Boston and later at a new detention and reception cottage for girls at Lyman. 
Coed cottages were established on the grounds of the Shirley Institution and 
later at Lancaster and Topsfield. ' . 

Several attempts were made to create programs for girls and boys in the same 
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institution and even the same cottage. The first such program set up a cottage 
for girls transferred from Lancaster at the Lyman School for Boys. A cottage was 
also created at Lancaster for young boys from Oakdale for whom home place
ments were difficult to find. This made it possible to train older girls in the care 
and management of younger children. After a serious fire at the girls' detention 
and reception center in Boston, girls were housed in the same building as boys 
there and later at a new detention and reception cottage for girls at Lyman. Coed 
cottages were established on the grounds of the Shirley Institution and later at 
Lancaster and Topsfield. It was expected that if boys and girls shared the same 
institution or the same cottage, their demeanor, grooming, speech, and conduct 
would improve. Stereotypic sex role beliefs and attitudes on the part of both 
boys and girls might be changed. Comparative data on youth reactions in coed 
and non-coed settings are not yet available but staff reports suggest that many 
of these expectations were realized and a high level of staff acceptance emerged 
despite initial fears of sexual promiscuity and lack of discipline. 

When Miller came into office the average length of stay for youth in the 
institutions was eight months. Since he had become convinced that the tradi
tional training school programs ordinarily did more harm than good, he began 
to encourage a more rapid turnover. By the end of the first year, the more liberal 
parole policies had begun to create tension with the courts, probation, and police 
departments in a number of communities, especially urban ones. Many staff 
members in these agencies felt that confinement for less than nine months was 
too short to realize the benefits of reeducation or community protection for 
which commitment had been ordered. To deal with these concerns, while the 
new treatment programs were being developed, the Commissioner ordered that 
committed youth be kept in the institutions a minimum of three months before 
becoming eligible for parole, except in unusual cases. Youth and staff rather 
quickly interpreted the three month minimum as a maximum, and so the normal 
institutionaI.confinement dropped to around three months. 

The more rapid turnover meant that educational and vocational training 
programs patterned on an academic year had to be redefined and reorganized. 
The emphasis shifted to tutorial programs involving community volunteers <'nd 
paid professionals. The former vocational training programs that continued were 
used for basic maintenance services within the institution or for the occupation 
of idle time. 

The STEP program illustrates the effect of changing policies on the organi-
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zation of retraining programs. STEP (Student Tutor Educational Program) used 
trained tutors for small group programs to create an interest in learning among 
imprisoned offenders and a desire to pursue higher levels of education. The 
program had been developed in adult correctional institutions ?ut was intro
duced for youth at Shirley in 1970. Subject matter included both formal and 
informal instruction in such subjects as English, arithmetic, social problems, 
photography, and auto mechanics. Reading and arithmetic skills were taught 
in the context of auto mechanics, which interested many boys. 

As the new administration policies shifted from centralized institutional pro
grams to decentralized cottage programs, the STEP instructors confined their 
tutorial activities to particular cottages. They began to integrate their work into 
the counseling and therapy programs of the cottages. The shorter periods of 
confinements shifted emphasis from the assimilation of organized learning ma
terials to the redirection of attitudes, motivation, and training in social inter
action. The STEP instructors gradually became full-time cottage treatment staff 
members and STEP as a special institutional program was discontinued. 

The new Commissioner urged st<,{f members throughout DYS to suggest and 
implement ideas for better treatment programs. While some staff members en
joyed the new freedom to tryout their ideas, they complained, sometimes bitterly,· 
that their efforts were not sufficiently supported by the administration. For ex
ample, the STEP tutors complained on several occasions about the lack of 
adequate support for their program and particularly the lack of direction or a 

"broad master-plan." 
The Commissioner firmly believed the traditional trammg school practices 

would not be tolerated if they were fully exposed to public view. He therefore 
encouraged community visitors and volunteers to help run the programs in the 
institutions, advocated a much more active use of local community facilities 
and programs suitable for young offenders, and used people from universities 
and civic groups throughout the state in volunteer programs. In addition, youth 
left institution grounds for various educational and recreational field trips. In 
general, these efforts to involve the community were not promoted vigorously 
by institutional staff. Perhaps one of the most successful programs was developed 
between the Westfield Reception and Detention Center and the School of Edu
ucation at the University of Massachusetts. The ·Westfield institution was becom
ing severely overcrowded, and the staff saw communhy progr~ms as a means of 
relie£. The use of student and faculty volunteers as teachers and counselors was 
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incorporated into the curriculum of the School of Education with students re- i, TABLE 2 
'" Percentage in Each Interest Group "Strongly Approving" Reforms, 

ceiving academic credit for their work at W·estfield. § 

J Interest Group 

'.:1 General Voca- Field Admin- Boston Committed 

The Problem of Staff Development Jf Item Staff Academics Clinicians tional Parole ;strators Office Youth Other 

The new program ideas could not be realized without the heIp of staff committed :1 Reorganization of the Department 
by the legislature in 1969. 12 16 32 16 33 22 33 6 

to the new philosophy of treatment and competent to develop programs to im- j Decision to transfer or parole boys 

plement it. Miller's problem of recruiting or retraining staff for this purpose ~ (girls) up to the staff of the institution 
~ (instead of Boston Office) 24 48 48 20 0 28 21 17 28 

was formidable. The civil service system in Massachusetts was grafted onto a 
i 

Allowing cottage groups of staff and 
~ boys (girls) to make decisions about! 

system of political patronage grounded in an ethnically based structure of poli- j Discipline 18 33 53 4 19 17 35 20 20 
:~ 

Release 8 22 38 8 5 12 21 22 13 
tical power. The legal requirement to give absolute preference to veterans, in j Furlough and home visits 12 33 41 4 5 12 . 32 28 19 

. addition to the tradition of political sponsorship, had served on the whole to !J Assignments to work details 15 33 48 4 10 12 27 13 19 

subordinate merit as a qualification for state employment. Once past the proba- :1 
Permitting boys (girls) to make 
individual decisions about: 

tionary period, employees obtained virtually absolute security in their' civil ser- '! 
Hair styles 11 44 59 4 35 11 38 49 15 

Clothes 7 44 56 4 25 11 38 50 13 

vice positions. Miller could not bring in many new staff members unle~s he se- Smoking 5 26 34 0 14 0 29 45 13 

Elimination of severe disciplinary 
cured new funds and created new positions or unless voluntary retirement and measures such as long confinement in 

resignation became widespread. isolation, physical punishment, and 
hard labor. 35 67 77 28 57 59 67 45 

Miller's options were limited. He could fill job vacancies with new staff mem- Boston Office program developments 

bers of his own choosing while searcliing for loyal adherents of the new phi-
to create a "therapeutic community". 12 41 41 4 20 12 29 13 19 

Expanding the Outward Bound 

losophy within the existing staff; he could reassign authority and responsibility program and forestry camps. 26 41 37 20 40 28 49 16 34 

without regard to civil service classification; or, he could retrain and educate Introducing STEP type of educa-
tional programs such as the one at 

older staff members to the new philosophies of treatment. He pursued all three Shlrlev. 22 26 12 43 12 29 8 11 

options, tentatively during the first year, and more vigorously during the second The following three plans suggested 
for development of Topsfield as: 

year as new funds became available. A staff training center 18 37 34 16 29 33 53 21 

A special drug treatment center 32 52 28 20 33 22 38 30 

A survey of staff members of the Department of Youth Services during the An experimental center for group 
therapy programs 20 48 32 4 24 17 50 21 

summer of 1970 showed that many of them, especially those in academic, clinical, Expansion of use of volunteers In 

or Boston Office assignments, wanted to give the new policies and philosophy institutional program activities. 26 41 44 8 14 22 44 18 19 

of treatment a chance. Table 2 shows the percentage among various staff groups Closing Bridgewater and allowing 
each institution to deal with its own 

and committed youth who strongly approved of new or proposed policies and security problems. 20 26 22 8 14 19 47 21 15 

Making some institutions coeducational 15 26 55 4 19 12 59 52 13 
programs in the Department. The vocational staff was least approving, followed 

Number 76 27 31 25 21 18 34 166 53 

by general staff (Le., cottage parents or supervisors) and field administrators of 
the institutions. The parole staff members usually had little contact with the 
institutions. Predictably, therefore, they favored reorganization in general, since 
it pointed to institutional reforms primarily, but did not approve of cottage 
groups making decisions, especially about release on parole, furlough, or work These responses sensitively reflect the new directions of DYS and the result-
in the community, which would affect the normal range of the parole officer's ing internal distributions of power, responsibility, and rewar~l,17 Later, for ex-
responsibilities. Youth responses were mOst enthusiastic about policies allowing 

11 For the theoretical analysis relating the new goals of the Departmen.t and the internal distribu-IJl'rsonal discretion about hair st yle, clothing, smoking, and coeducational programs. _l 
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ample, one institution's barber reminisced about the days he taught his trade to 
a few boys well enough so they could obtain certification, because they stayed 
long enough to learn and short hair styles were mandatory. A printing shop 
instructor felt the same way. The general staff and field administrators also 
sensed the emerging challenge to their authority by program innovators from 
the Boston Office and the greater familiarity that academic and clinical staff 
seemed to have with the new cottage-based treatment programs. Parole staff were 
reluctant to share decision making with youth-an essential requirement for ne
gotiating successful placements in new community-based programs. Most of the 
parole staff defined themselves as much like juvenile bureau police officers: their 
job was to keep paroled youth out of trouble by advice, surveillance, and threats 
of official sanctions. The new image of the parole officer as a youth advocate 
and organizer of community services and opportunities for youth represented a 
radical and threatening change. 

The Commissioner relied on members of the existing staff able to relate to 
the new philosophy of treatment. At the same time he recruited new top aides 
among youth workers in Ohio and in Massachusetts who had both professional 
credentials and enthusiasm for the job. As appropriated funds became available 
in the second year Miller appointed these aides to posts with program and policy 
development responsibilities. 

The Commissioner circumvented civil service constraints by assigning author
ity and responsibility without regard to formal civil service rank. This caused 
insecurity and administrative confusion when job titles and pay assignments bore 
little relationship to effective responsibility. At one point a new administrator 
functioning in effect as Superintendent of the Industrial School for Boys a:t Shir
ley was in facfassigned and paid from the job category of maintenance worker!' 

The third tactic, retraining and reeducating the staff, met with relatively little 
success despite considerable staff interest. The three-day conference with Maxwell 
Jones, which gave staff for the first time a clear inkling of what Miller had in 
mind, was followed in September, 1970, with a training session run by Dr. Harry 
Vorrath, Superintendent of the Red Wing Reformatory in Minnesota. At this 
point some staff members had accepted the inevitability of training and were 
responsive to the mixture of control and treatment ideology which Dr. Vorrath 
espoused. An effort to routinize staff retraining at a new training center at Tops-

tion oC power responsibility and reward, see Alden D. Miller, Lloyd E. Ohlin, and Robert B. 
CoaleS, "r\ Thcoretital Synthesis for Promoting Change in Social Service Systems." (Unpublished pa. 
per, Center for Criminal Justice, Harvard Law SchOOl, October, 1973). 
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field faltered when community resistance to this new Topsfield facility, acquired 
by DYS shortly before Miller's appointment, prevented its full use. These diffi
culties led to a gradual phasing out of this retraining effort. It demonstrated, 
however, that retraining would be at best a very gradual process._ It would be 
financially costly and divisive since it would involve the articulation and resolu
tion of fundamental differences in attitudes, values, and beliefs about the reedu
cation of youth in trouble. It would also have to be undertaken within each 
institution for all staff members to have lasting effect. 

The Development of Fiscal Resources 

Money was a constant problem. Unless funds could be freed from the support 
of traditional institutional programs, practices, and facilities, the chance to de
velop alternative treatment measures would be severely limited. The appropria
tion process in Massachusetts for all state agencies relies on supplemental and 
deficiency budgets to pick up and support commitments not adequately covered 
in the initial appropriation. This process is deeply immersed in political con
sideration~ and bargaining; whether a state Department or subunit gets the funds 
it wants rests on its own capacity to influence the legislative process. For a new
comer like Miller, despite public support from the Governor and his staff, 
acquiring these skills took time. 

The Commissioner did not rely exclusively on the state but requested federal 
support. He secured grants from the Federal Law Enforcement Assistance Ad
ministr'ation in the U.S. Department of Justice both directly and through the 
Massachusetts Governor's Committee on' Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice, from Title I of the Federal Education Act, and Title IV of the Office 
of Manpower Development and Training in the U.S. Departmen~ of Labo~. 
This federal funding permitted Miller to bring in top staff commItted to ?IS 
philosophy, without the restrictions of the civil service system ~nd to estab~lsh 
new types of community based treatment services and supportlve summertIme 
educational, recreational, and train1ng services in the institution. The new funds 
underwrote a planning unit directed by a vigorous advocate o~ ~ommunity .based 
treatment for youth. This unit grew rapidly as a cadre of senSItIve and .d~dlcated 
people. In the Spring of 1971, it worked with the key departmental adlmmstrators 
to produce a seven point plan setting out the direction of reform: It called for 
a) regionalization; b) community based treatment centers; c) expanSIOn of the. for
estry program; d) relocation of detention; e) increased placer:nent ~lternatlves; 

f) grants-in-aid to cities and towns; and g) an intensive care securIty unn. These be-
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came the chief goals of DYS during thL third year of the new administration. The 
plannmg unit and the top staff dealt with constant crises in the progress toward 
those goals. They also carried major responsibility for procuring new federal funds. 
Without this articulate infusion of new thought and ideas, the funds they procured 
and the crises they helped to solve, the rapid transition from the training school 
structure to noninstitutional alternatives would have been most difficult to achieve. 

The Results of Phase II 

The first two years of the new administration was a period of constant crisis, 
confrontation, and confusion. The Commissioner possessed neither a blueprint, 
nor the staff and financial resources to impose a new model of treatment 
services. The only stable guidelines were the broad goals of the ne~ system, 
i.e., that confinement of children should be as humane as possible and their treat
ment as therapeutic and responsive as staff could devise. The needs of children 
rather than administrative orderliness or staff prerogatives and preferments were 
to be given top priority. 

The Commissioner regarded most of the existing administrative rules and 
staff protections as major obstacles to change and believed the new philosophy 
of treatment could _ not be effectively established until the punitive aspects of 
the older system had been fully exposed and the system for distributing respon
sibility, authority, and rewards reconstituted. For twenty years under the pre
vious administration, staff had acquired a set of beliefs about delinquent youth, 
conceptions of appropriate staff and youth relationships, and career expectations 
consistent with the traditional training school philosophy. Many felt rejected 
and threatened by the new philosophy of treatment and responded with hostil
ity, acts of sabotage, passivity, or apathetic compliance. They magnified the con
fusion resulting from many of the new directives, passively endured or even 
encouraged runaways, and complained constantly of permissiveness and loss of 
authority. Although some older staff members were excited by the new philos
ophy and joined in with the new recruits, the first two years of the new adminis
tration were characterized by a progressive intensification of conflict and polari
zation of views. During the first year the new Commissioner was largely 
dependent on converts to his philosophy among older staff members to imple
ment his directives. The fiscal and civil service constraints gradually produced 
a chaotic pattern for the assignment of administrative responsibili() and authority. 
Former administrators placed on leave status were r~placed in ellective authority 
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by adherents to the new philosophy without much regard [or rank or civil 
service status. A fluid pattern of staff assignment developed. Staff from the Boston 
Office and from the institutions were reassigned to new positions as crises devel
oped. The frequent shift of staff members to new administrative positions under
mined expectations and created insecurity about career advancement based on 
traditional criteria of promotion. 

Deposed and alienated adherents of the older philosophy were not without 
resources for fighting back. Most of them had loog periods of service in the DYS, 
relatives or friends in the legislature, and influential associations in the small 
towns in which they resided close to the institutions. They also had long estab
lished working relationships with many judges, probation officers, and public 
officials who shared their views about the function and operation of training. 
schools. Stories about policies and case decisions that documented the permis
sive and chaotic state of administrative practices were magnified and circulated. 
Many judges, probation officers, and police officials, even those initially sym
pathetic to the idea of reform, began to oppose the new administration. And by 
the fall of 1971, two legislative investigations of DYS were underway. 

The results of this phase of the reform movement are difficult to assess apart 
from a longer range evaluation of the total movement toward community based 
treatment services. It is clear, however, that the concept of small group thera
peutic communities had' some success. This experiment showed that traditional 
training school environments based on a cottage system could be decentralized. 
One could organize within some cottages a group therapy approach creating for 
both youth and staff a new set of rules, expectations, and practices. The d~ta 
revealed reactions from youth and staff that justifies such efforts elsewhere and 
are consistent with previous studies in other settings. 

Whether the favorable responses of youth to the group therapy approach is 
translated into better adjustment in the home, school, or neighborhood cannot 
yet be determined. The data on recidivism rates and community adjustment of, 
youth in these different programs are still being assembled. 

Phase III: From Institutions to Community Corrections 

The new administration found itself unable to change staff attitudes and beliefs 
or to impose a therapeutic community ill all of the cottages. Table 3 provide~ 
SOJlle evidence of this; it shows a consistent pattern of differences in staff response 
to the items on custody and treatment as one moves from the most traditional 
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Tools of Institutions 

Percent of staff choosing 
three custodial purposes 

Percent of staff choosing 
three treatment purposes 

N 

Custody-Oriented Cottages 

Cottage Cottage Elms . Westview 
Nine Eight Cottage Cottage 

47 33 32 37 
34 

42 50 58 52 
51 

(27) (15) (40) (29) 

Treatment-Oriented Cottages 

Sunset Shirley Tops-
Cottage Cottage Field Belong 

13 21 15 9 
16 

80 67 69 81 
72 

(15) (16) (15) (8) 

Source: Barr\, Feld, Subcultures of Selected Boys' Cottages in Massachusetts Department at Youth 
Services Institutions in 1971, Center for Criminal Justice, Harvard Law School, October, 
1972. Staff were asked to choose three from a list of eleven statements of possible goals 
commonly associated with institutions for delinquents. 

to the most treatment oriented cottages_ Miller was aware of the entrenched 
resistance thus reflected in many traditional cottages, and was impatient with 
the slow pace of change. He suggested late in 1970 that, despite the storminess 
of the preceding year and the feeling of traditional staff that DYS was being 
turned completely upside down, there had really been little or no fundamental 
change. He felt the same way a. year later, even after some of the therapeutic 
community oriented cottages began to achieve conspicuous success. 

Miller finally concluded that therapeutic communities could be run success
fully in only a few cottages within the institutions. However, he felt they might 
be much more successful outside the existing institutions_ In community settings 
greater professional resources would be available to provide volunteer and pur
chased services in relation to which traditional expectations about juvenile pri
sons might no longer have force. The successful treatment cottages could then 
be redefined as staging cottages which would later be moved off the institutional 
grounds to become community-based facilities. 

Closing the institutions raised the problems of building a new structure of 
services more closely integrated with community life. This would be the challenge 
of the third phase of reform. It came to involve the decentralization or region
alization of services into seven regions; the development of new court liaison 
staff working with juvenile judges and probation personnel to coordinate de
tention, diagnostic and referral policies, and individual case decisions; a new 
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network of community services including residential and non-residential place
ments for individuals and small groups; some centralized services for the institu
tional treatment of dangerous and disturbed offenders; ways to monitor the 
quality of the services increasingly purchased from private agencies; and staff 
development programs to reassign, retrain, or discharge former staff members 
in ways minimizing personal hardship and injustice. 

Deinstitutionalization 

In the winter of 1971-72 DYS closed two major institutions, Shirley and Lyman. 
Lancaster was converted partly to privately run programs on the institutional 
grounds later in 1972. Oakdale, originally an institution for very young boys, 
and then a reception center, was finally closed in late 1972. No strong public 
reaction immediately appeared in response to the closing of the institutions. 
The Commissioner had succeeded in exposing these facilities as brutalizing en
vironments for youth and staff alike. 'When Shirley closed, the press featured 
stories and pictures of Miller, members of the legislature, staff, and youth for
merly confined at Shirley sledge hammering the bars and locks of the segregation 
cells of Cottage #9. The Commissioner emerged as an advocate in the public 
eye of new opportunities for youth, his opponents as advocates of punishment 
and repression. The st~ff and supporters of the now "evil" institutions reacted 
with stunned disbelief and feelings of betrayal for their years of work. The 
radical shift in correctional philosophy seemed too swift and uncompromising to 
accord them their due. Ho· ... - ,-ould the new approach suddenly be so right and the 
older one, in which they had staked their careers and future, so wrong? 

Closing the institutions involved finding alternative placements for the youth 
and reassignment for the staff. The University of Massachusetts Conference was 
organized to transfer a large number of youth out of the institutions into the 
community quickly enough to avoid excessive disruption and to get the job done 
before crippling opposition could develop.IS Ninety-nine boys and girls from 
Lyman, Lancaster, and two detention centers were taken to the University of 
Massachusetts for a month in January and February, 1972. College students served 
as advocates for the DYS youth while placements for them were worked out at 
the Conference. The college students were selected from three colleges and uni
versities in the area by members of the Juvenile Opportunities Extension, a Uni-

"For a fuller disclission of this Conference sec, Robert B. Coates, Alden D. MiJler, and LIoyd 
E. Ohlin, "A Strategic Innovation in the Process of Deinstitutionalization: The University of Massa
<.ilusclts Conference," in Bakal, Closing Correcliollal IIlSlillilions, pp. 127'148. 
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versity of Massachusetts student organization that had been participating ex
tensively in the program at the Westfield institution. Arrangements for future 
placement of youth, e.g., sending the youth home, placing youth in a foster home 
or in a group home, were worked out in a collaborative manner between the 
DYS staff, the advocate, and the youth themselves by considering the range of 
pr~gram alternatives an'd the needs of specific youth. 

The move was accomplished with much fanfare involving a caravan of cars 
from Lyman to the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The Governor ap
peared later at the Conference to lend his support. The Conference, through the 
student advocates, succeeded in placing sixty-five youth in other than i.nstitutional 
settings. Approximately equal proportions of those remaining were placed in other 
insti>utions, ran away, or remained unplaced. 

The drama of the Conference as a way of quickly closing institutions is sug
gested by reactions of staff members at the Lyman Institution. Staff there had been 
told months before that the institution would be closed but simply could not be
lieve it. A' cottage which had burned was painstakingly rebuilt by staff who 
were standing at the door waiting for youth to be assigned the day the motor
cade to Amherst virtually emptied the institution in a matter of hours. A few 
weeks later staff members were exchanging rumors of mass escapes, chaos, and 
widespread sexual misconduct at the Conference, which would soon result in the 
youth being brought back to the institution. In contrast, one university official, 
after the Conference, remarked t~at the DYS youth had actually been less trouble 
to the university than a convention of the American Legion. 

Recidivism data obtained from the central probation office records after an 
eleven month follow-up period yielded an overall official court appearance rate 
after the Conference of 4.8 percent with most of the appearances (79 percent) oc
curring during the first four months. While calculations on the rates of reappear
ance in court on new charges are not yet completed for the various samples of 

. youth in the research study, the recidivism rates reported here for youth in the 
Conference are probably somewhat lower than court appearance recidivism rates 
characterizing youth from the traditional training school programs. 

The youths relocated and the staff reassigned, the grounds and buildings of the 
large institutions which have been closed still remain with the haunting possi
bility that they may be used again as a primary treatment resource. Planners 
and administrators in DYS are convinced that DYS must divest itself of these in
stitutions to consolidate the new policies. In addition, the Lancaster Training 
School is still in use although over half of the population there is in programs 
privately administered. The actual use of this institution probably constitutes a 
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more serious threat to the stability of reform than the mere continuing exis- . 
tence of other facilities. 

Regionalization 

The shift from a custodial to treatment orientation had already abridged in
stitutional autonomy, lodging greater control in the central office; with the move
ment toward highly decentralized community based services, control had to be 
reallocated to the new regional offices. 

Each of these regional units consists of a small suite of business offices to serve 
the administrative need to coordinate and implement services for youth in each 
region. Unlike an institution, a regional office cannot house youth in the prem
ises. Youth must be referred quickly to appropriate residential or non-residential 

programs. 
With support from the Boston Office, the seven regional offices have developed 

placement opportunities for youth referred or sentenced to the DYS by the courts. 
They make contractual arrangements, usually within the region, for these ser
vices. They also handle detention, so that a youth's contact with DYS now is always 
at least nominally through some regional office. DYS is also trying to organize the 
budget by regions, somewhat as it was organized around the institutions in the 
past, but with less stringent controls over intradepartmental transfers. 

For the youth in the DYS, regionaIization has immeasurably improved service 
since regional offices know more about possible placements in the communities, 
where the youth are, and how they are doing. This now makes successive trial 
placements feasible, if necessary, sO that ultimately youth can hope to get the best 
possible placement. For example, a youth might be placed in one or more foster 
homes before assignment to a group home, perhaps with a program of group ther
apy better suited to his needs. Sometimes a trial period in a particular program is 
explicitly agreed on by the youth and the staff with the option of trying some
thing else if it does not work out. In other cases, evidence of poor adjustment 
such as a recurrent tendency to run away or persistent defiance of authority, sig
nals the need for a change. Most staff members in interviews expressed their be
lief that regionalization provides new opportunities to work more effectively 
with youth-ways that simply did not seem available under the old system. For plan
ners and administrators, regionalization has meant a closer fit between pro
grams and the needs and resources of each region. The University of Massachu
setts Conference placement staff had felt hampered by having to work on a S·.ltc

wide level. 
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There are still signs of newness in the work of the regions. Records and cur
rent operating information systems are only gradually developing to link the 
regions with the 'Boston Office. Perhaps the greatest continuing need, associated 
with the transition from the institutional structure, is to divert funds from ex
cess staff positions left in the institution budgets to the new regional programs. 

De~eloprnent of New Detention, Court Liaison) arul Referral P1'Ograms 

Before 1972 nearly all youth detained prior to trial were held in high security in
stitutions. DYS regards this as unnecessary for most youth and even destructive 

for those who are not dangerous. 
Alternatives have been developed with the help of private agencies. Foster 

care has been greatly expanded for detention purposes. Shelter care units have 
been set up in several regions, each generally housing between twelve and twenty 
youth. These are group homes with program activities which allow for rapid turn
over. Local YMCA's have proved to be the most productive private resource for 
such facilities. The units are staffed with a combination of YMCA and DYS person
nel to involve youth in constructive activities and to discharge DYS's custodial 

responsibilities to the courts. 
DYS created the court liaison role to deal more effectively with needs of youth 

while they are still under the care of the court. The court liaison officer recom
mends placement possibilities within the Ii YS system and sometimes, as well, 
other alternatives to conventionql detention. Thus, if a youth is referred or com
mitted to the Department of Youth Services the time between such action and 
placement is minimized, and the reception phase in many instances is no longer 
distinct from detention. In seeking other options to commitment and to reduce 
labeling effects, DYS has encouraged the courts to refer youth on a voluntary basis 
prior to or after adjudication instead of formally sentencing or committing 
them to DYS. From a legal standpoint referred youth are still within the jurisdic
tion of the court while committed youth are released to the jurisdictional au
thority of the Department. The services available to both groups are much the 
same. The principal advantage of a referral status is that the youth avoids having 
a formal commitment on his record. Referrals have increased greatly throughcut 
the system, with, of course, regional variations. It is estimated that between one
fourth and one-third of all youth ,in both residential and nonresidential pro
grams are now referrals instead of commitments. 

The DYS staff regard the detention, court liaison, and referral programs as im
portant components ,n consolidating regionalization. The regional offices have 
largely taken over development of these programs while quality control, monitor-
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ing, and general administrative matters have remained in the Boston Office. The, 
court liaison and referral programs also ap~ear to have created more constructive 
working relationships with the courts. DYS is providing services which the courts 
did not previously have readily available and is able to draw on a state-wide re
ferral and qua~ity control system difficult for the courts to develop themselves. 

Private contracting agencies, especially the YMCA's, find these new programs 
an opportunity to expand their own services. A number of judges and probation 
staff have made effective use of the new referral- opportunities and the assistance 
of the court liaison officers in utilizing these alternatives. In other instances they 
have been critical of the resistance of the DYS staff to high security facilities for a 
greater number of youth. 

While the range of detention alternatives has been greatly increased, the older 
large security facilities, such as Roslindale, continue to be used. The inability of 
DYS to find a substitute for Roslindale or to make it a decent, habitable facility 
has puzzled visitors supportive of the Massachusetts reforms. A detailed history 
of Miller's efforts to humanize this institution-and their failure-would reveal 
the whole spectrum of forces (conflicting conceptions of the delinquent and ap
propriate treatment, the abuses of authority, untrained staff, overcrowding, 
civil service constraints, court and police demands for security, community re
sistance to new shelters pr secure facilities, boredom, idleness, fear, and violence) 
that turns large institutions for juvenile delinquents into prisons. Physically se
cure units are necessary for certain youth, but such units should probably be 
small in size, administer a diversified program, and provide responsive care. 

As in the past, detention services for girls lag somewhat behind the alternatives 
available for boys. The court liaison program, while providing benefits to some 
courts and some regions, is still not operating "cross the ('ntire state. 

The new referral system is nor 'Without potentially seriom. policy problems. It is 
sound to reduce the harmful results of a youth being' committed. However, if 
youth are now being referred who otherwise woult! nOl have been committed to 
DYS, the risk of labeling youth earlier is also enhanced. There is some evidence 
that referrals to DYS are increasing without compensating statewide reductions 
in commitments. Whether the additional youth will unnecessarily acquire invidi
ous lahels, or whether their presence will lessen the degree to which the youth who 
had always been in DYS actluire such lahels, is a (luestion demanding urgent 
concern and investigation. There are man)' issues to be resolved. If the DYS pro
grams become less punitive, more therapeutic, and more readily available they 
wi!, be lIsed more of tell. Yet if they provide a treatment of last rt'wrl for the most 
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TABLE 4 

Cost of Program Types per Youth per Week 
--~--------------------------------Type of Program 

Residential: 
I ntensive Care 
Gr!'up Homes 
Foster Care 

Non·residential 

Costs per Youth per Week 

$145 - $290 
$145 - $HiO 
$30-$40 

$50 

dangerous and disturbed youth, .. ll of the youth serviced may be perceived in the 
same way unless clear and possibly harmful distinctions are maintained. 

Development of New Residential and Non-Residential Placements 

One of the most pressing problems confronting the Department of Youth Services 
as the institutions were closing was the development of alternatives to institu
tional confinement.19 The Boston Office had begun exploring placement alter
natives in 1971, and stepped up its activities with the University of Massac,husetts 
Conference in January, 1972. At first this activity focused on the development of 
group homes, but when it became obvious that many youth might be strand~~ as 
the institutions closed, emphasis was shifted to the development of non-reSIden
tial alternatives, day or night programs in which youth participate while living 
at home or in some other settiJ?g. Since 1972 developing placements has be
come almost exclusively the responsibility of the regions. 

There are roughly 80 non-residential programs across the state, in wt ,~h DYS 
places youth, about 120 residential programs, and about 200 foster homes. 
About 700 youth are placed in residential group homes, and about 250 in foster 
homes. About 800 youth are in the non-residential programs such as Neighbor
hood Youth Corps, a recreation program at Massachusetts Maritime Academy, 
and programs at community colleges. The two most heavily used programs for 
committed and referred youth are group homes and non-residential services, with 
foster homes being considerably less used, and the use of traditional parole vary
ing greatly from region to region. The group homes represent an alternative of 

moderate cost, while the non-residential services are inexpensive (see Table 4). 

,. For a report on problems in overcoming community resistance to the establishmen~ o~ rom
ffiunity based residential facilities see, Robert B. Coates and Alden D. Miller, "Neutralization of 
Community Resistance to Group Homes," in Bakal, pp. 67-84. 
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If problems of providing prompt payment to vendors are worked out soon, the 
use of foster care, even less expensive than non-residential services, will probably 
expand. 

One of the serious problems plaguing placement in general is the time lag 
between provision of services and payment for services. It has sometimes be
come so great that contracting agencies question whether regional directors 
really have the authority to contract for the DYS; as a consequence some smaller 
agencies are threatened with bankruptcy. Tlfe problem of long delayed pay
ments is endemic to all the state services and especially in those departments 
which make substantial use of private vendors. The legislature has been reluctant 
to appropriate funds for purchased services especially when the somewhat un
predictable costs require deficiency appropriations. Even where funds are avail
able, payments are delayed by a complicated system for setting rates, approving 
contracts, or authorizing payments in each case. All of these difficulties were 
aggravated in the case of DYS. Insufficient funds were available from the state, 
and the federal grants contained program and accounting requirements which 
DYS had difficulty meeting in time to establish the needed group homes. The 
rapid closing of the institutions created an immediate demand for alternatives 
which the cumbersome funding process could not meet. 

No phase of Miller's administration has come under stronger criticism than his 
decision to initiate new programs before the resources to back them up were in 
hand. He took the calculated risk that the support of reform by federal fund
ing agencies and the state executive and legislative leadership was strong enough 
to fulfill his promises of reimbursement in the end. In doing so he exposed his 
administration to a series of investigations and charges of fiscal mismanage
ment, irresponsibility, and administrative incompetence. In response, he has 
charged that the system had to be forced to meet the legitimate needs of youth for 
appropriate services or the development of these services would have been de
layed many years. 

There is ample justification for the charges on both sicie5. Miller's driving am
bition to create a more flexible and responsive set of services for delinquent 
youth was reinforced by his impatience with reel tape and his ability to tolerate a 
lot of administrative confusion as long as "helping kids" came first in every deci
sion. His critics acknowledged his concern for youth and his credibility with 
them, but felt at the same time that the pace of change was harmful to both stall 
and youth. They argued that many youth committed to DYS necdcd more pro-
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longed, professional, and intensive care than the hastily contrived n.ew programs 
could furnish. DYS's readiness to place youth in newly created, untned programs 
might do more harm than good for many of them. The neglect of th~ legitimate 
needs of staff members showed a callous disregard for years of servIce and ac
quired skills which could still find fulfillment in the new system of services. In .the 
new programs exploitation of staff idealism and commitment to youth serVIces 
ought not to preclude provision for their economic survival and career invest-

ments. 
It is still too soon to judge fairly these claims and countercharges. Short-run 

assessments may lack fair consideration of the long range goals which these 
changes were designed to achieve in terms of economic and social adjustment and 

community protection. 

Development of New Special Programs for Dangerous and Disturbed Offenders 

There is widespread agreement that most people, both youth and adult, who are 
now locked up need not be. There is also widespread agreement that some of 
those now routinely locked up, both youth and adult, really must continue to 
be confined. It is also widely recognized that it is extremely difficult to separate 
out with a tolerable margin of error those who need to be locked up from those 
who do not. However, recent experience in DYS with community placements 
has shown that with youth this problem is not as difficult as is generally as
sumed. Many youth clearly and ~bviously belong in community placements. Some 
clearly belong in secure settings. A few are problematic. An obvious need that 
emerged as the institutions closed was the provision of secure settings with inten
sive treatment for dangerous and disturbed youth, coupled with safeguards that 
would prevent misuse of these facilities. 

DYS distinguishes youth who are behavior problems from youth who need 
psychiatric care. For both sorts of youth the Department has tried to purchase 

. services and in December, 1973, approximately 125 youth were in intensive care 
placements. For the youth with behavior problems, a program run by ex·offend
ers who relate directly to these youth while "taking no nonsense" has had some 
success. This program stresses use of community resources within a framework 
of appropriate custodial security. For youth needing psychiatric care, DYS has 
purchased services from private ag~ncies. It has also tried to coordinate more 
closely with the Department of Mental Health. For example, in October, 1973, 
it finally opened a special unit for up to six youths needing intensive psychological 
services at the Medfield State Hospital. Safeguards for the youth in these dif-
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TABLE 5 
Number and Percentage of Persons Committed to the State Adult 
Correctional System and County Correctional System by Year and Age 

State Correctional System County Correctional System 

Total 17and Total 17and 
Year Commitments Younger Percent Commitments Younger Percent 

Jan·March 
1973 199 6 3.0% 
1972 1,127 50 4.4% 5,499 252 4.6% 
1971 1,091 47 4.3% 6,474 240 3.7% 
1970 859 38 4.4% 8,119 287 3.5% 
1969 875 30 3.4% 8,108 247 3.0% 
1968 855 42 4.9% 8,467 283 3.3% 
1967 739 32 4.3% 8,550 263 3.1% 
1966 826 39 4.7% 8,990 275 3.1% 

TOTAL 6,571 284 4.3% 54,207 1,847 3.4% 

*Data not available. 
Source: Massachusetts Department of Corrections, May 30, 1973. 

ferent settings rely on advance agreements about decision making and frequent 
case review. 

One danger is that the courts, lacking what they believe to be secure com
mitment facilities, will bind over youth considered dangerous or disturbed to 
adult courts. These might result in confinement in an adult jail or prison. So far 
(up to April, 1973 ) this has not happened. The commitment of persons seven
teen or younger from 1966 to 1973 remained very stable in the state correc
tional system (see Table 5). For the county jails there has been a slight rise in the 
percentage of all commitments represented by youth but lower numbers of youth 
committed in 1971 and 1972 than in previous years, except for 1969 . 

DYS has continuing needs in this area. It needs a program for girls, and it 
may need more funds for psychiatric treatment alternatives. And it needs to work 
with all juvenile judges to implement better ways of treating these youth than 
binding them over to adult courts, or relying excessively on maximum security fa

cilities. 

Development of New Quality Control Procedures 

Quality control of detention, residential, and non-residential placements, and 
high security programs received lillIe attention in DYS until the development of 
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new programs made the issue inescapable. The basic problem is how to maintain 
control over the quality of programs contracted to private agencies. Private 
groups have not been accustomed to account for program quality to a public 
agency. 

Three units have become involved in evaluation of ongoing programs. Two 
units in the Bureau of Aftercare have monitored some of the non-residential and 
re;idential programs. Another evaluation unit ULOre recently organized has 
been more systematic. Programs are now rated on such dimensions as quality of fa
cilities, administration and staff, controls, program, clinical services, diversion, 
and budget. Information from all three units has been used by the Boston Office 
and regional staff for recommending program changes, and in some instances pro
gram termination. 

The Boston Office staff acknowledges that quality control is not fully operation
al, but the fact that some programs have been terminated on the basis of evalua
tions has encouraged staff in their belief that DYS can collect evaluative data 
and make decisions on the basis of it. Regional directors, a number of whom 
were at first skeptical of the evaluation and information system, are now calling 
for more evaluation to improve their own placement decisions. 

The development of a fully operational quality control unit is the most essen
tial requirement of a system relying primarily on the purchase of services from 
private vendors. The latter are free from the rigid constraints of public civil ser
vice and line budgets ciependent on the political process of legislative approval. 
However, this freedom does not in itself guarantee quality programs. DYS ter
minated placement at several group homes. In one case the facility was found 
to be structurally unsound and the treatment of youth inhumane, i.e. the building 
had broken windows which were not being replaced and youth were being fed 
only once a day to cut costs. In a second instance a project was terminated be
cause the promised services, counseling, education, and work .experiences, were 

. not being provided. In yet another case the project was stopped because the pro
gram was administered in an overly regimented, institutional manner. 

The experience of other states also justifies vigorous and powerful quality 
control procedures. The professional or sectarian orthodoxies of private agencies 
may prove as inflexible and ultimately as harmful to youth as the regimen of the 
traditional training school. Furthe~more, their tendency to admit only those 
youth most amenable amI acc:!ptable for treatment leaves the public agency re
sponsible ultimately for the care of the most difficult and most economically 
and socially disadvantaged youth. Great care must be taken in drawing up con-
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tract requirements for the purchase of private services to guarantee access for 
the qua_lity control unit. DYS seems cognizant of these problems and has demon
strated its ability to evaluate. programs and eliminate those that do not perform 
adequately. However, it has not allocated enough resources to build a quality 
control system capable of monitoring all programs regularly. 

The Problem of Personnel Development 

Early state-wide attempts at staff retraining programs were not very successful. 
With regionalization and deinsti tutionalization, staff training programs also 
changed and are now handled regionally. Deinstitutionalization and the new 
practice of purchasing service has put old staff members in positions where they 
have had to learn new skills on the job. The Boston Office has attempted to 
provide displaced staff with opportunities to transfer to different work, including 
new casework and other alternatives under the regional offices, or to join private 
non-profit treatment agencies that contract services to DYS. The problem none
theless remains serious; half or more of the staff of DYS could be transferred 
out of the Department without impairing its functioning since most of the ser
vices provided by !>i.aff in the past are now purchased from the private sector. 
DYS records for 1969 show that 531 employees were assigned to the major insti
tutions that have since been closed or converted partly to private programs. The 
number currently assigned to these institutions is 120; of these, 61 provide main
tenance services and care for 25 youth in two cottages at Lancaster, while 59 
simply maintain the facilities of two other institutions. Forty-four of the 59 will 
be transferred to other departments in state government destined to take over 
those institutions in the near future. Many of the original institutional staff 
not thus accounted for are associated with regional offices, which did not exist 
in 1969, and now employ 269 persons. The central administration in Boston 
has dropped from 160 to 94 employees. 

Many staff members who have involved themselves in tl:e. new system h~ve 
been satisfied with it. Others who have been unable or umvrlhng to break with 
past traditions have found the experience distressing. Still, the staff union lead
ership, with increased understanding of what is being done and why, has not 

opposed the changes as it did in earlier years. . . 
The staff development problem has nlso been hindered by the orgamzatIon 

of the budget. The majority of the staff that actually operates programs for youth 
are now in private ag-cndes contracting services t~ the statc; ~his should be re
flected in thc budget if stall' developmcnt is to contllluc successfully. 
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The Results of Phase III 

Data on youth adjustment to the new community settings are being collected 
through cross-sectional s·.Hveys of youth in programs and by longitudinal cohort 
analysis involving periodic interviews with a sample of youth as they pass through 
programs c£ the DYS. Pfeliminary dnta from the cross-sectional survey of youth 
in representative residential settings in two regions compared with data obtained 
from youth in traditional and experimental cottages before the institutions were 
closed suggests progress in creating better environments. 

Probably one of the more salient concerns in socialization, whether in the 
context of the family, the school, or a program designed to aid youth in trouble, 
is the distribution of rewards and punishments. The development of a reward
based system is documeilted in Table 6. Youth in the three types of cottage 
environments agreed that they would be rewarded by staff for good behavior. 
The initial cohort data shows specifically how they think they will be rewarded 
in the community based programs. The most frequently mentioned response 
was "staff will make me feel good about what I am doing." The second most 
frequently mentioned response was "staff will give me additional privileges." 

The role of youth themselves in the distribution of rewards provides some 
of the most striking contrasts across the three cottage environments. Only 37 
percent of the youth in the traditional cottages believed that other youth would 
reward them for good behavior. In the experimental cottages the figure was 60 
percent. This is a dramatic change which suggests that youth in community 
based programs are learning how to support others in a positive manner, and 
are in turn being supported by their peers. If this contrast between the cottage 
types is supported by data we are still collecting, it will be a strong indication 
that the new programs are producing some important, positive, and immediate 
effects. 

While reward patterns are important in any context of socialization, punish
ment patterns are equally important. Again, there are contrasts across cottage 
environments, here in the perceived frequency of staff punishing kids who "mess 
up."In the traditional cottages, 81 percent of the youth believed that staff would 
punish. Sixty-six percent of youth in the experimental cottages indicated that 
staff would punish. And '14· percent of the youth in the community based pro
grams reported that staff would punish. Punishment seems less salient in the com
,"":,tlllit}' based programs than in the other cottage environments; discipline relies 
more on reward. It is also possible that punishment in the newer programs is 
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Youth Perception of Reward and Punishment by Type of Program 

Question 

The staff will reward a kid for good behavior 
Agree 
Disagree or OK 

Total 
N 

If you do well, will the staff reward you? 
No 
Include me in things 
Additional privileges 
Make me look good in front of others 
Make me feel good about what I am doing 

Total 
N 

Other kids will reward a kid for good behavior 
Agree 
Disagree or DK 

Total 
N 

If a kid messes up, the staff will punish him/her 
Agree 
Disagree or DK 

Total 
N 

If you screw up, will staff here punish you? 
No 
Separate from group 
Take away privileges 
Hit 

Embarrass in front of others 
Make me feel guilty 

Total 
N 

Traditional 
Institutional 

Cottage 
(%) 

77 
23 

100 
85 

37 
63 

100 
82 

81 
19 

100 
83 

HSource: Cross-sectional survey of youth in programs 
'Source: Cohort Analysis 

Experimental 
Cottage in 
I nstitu tion 

(%) 

78 
22 

100 
89 

60 
40 

100 
87 

66 
34 

100 
86 

Community 
Based 

Program 
(%) 

76** 
24 

100 
34 

33* 
7 

26 
7 

28 

100 
43 

80'" 
20 

100 
35 

44** 
56 

100 
39 

21* 
13 
45 
16 

3 
3 

100 
38 
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more sophisticated ancI less likely to be perceived as punishment per se by the 
youth. This may often be the case in more "caring" situations. On the basis of 
the preliminary cohort data the type of punishment most often perceived by youth 
in the community based programs is the taking away of privileges. 

Youth in the experimental and traditional cottages and in the community 
based programs saw different purposes in their respective programs. Sixty-one 
percent of the youth in traditional cottages believed that the cottage staff were 
more concerned with keeping kids under control than with helping them with 
their problems. Only 30 percent of the youth in the experimental cottages re
ported that that'was the case, and only 14 percent of the youth in the community
based programs believe that control is a greater concern of the staff than helping 
to solve problems. 

Youth in the cohort study have been asked how staff in the community-based 
programs try to help them stay out of trouble. The majority of respondents in
dicate that the staff encourage them by telling them that they can make it. Over 
twenty percent of the youth reported that staff helped them to get jobs, to join 
youth groups, to obtain placement in new school programs and things like that. 

TABLE 7 
Youth Perception of Staff Control and Support by Type of Program 

Question 

This cottage is more concerned with keeping kids 
under control than with helping them with.thElir 
problems 

Agree 
Disagree or DK 

Total 
N 

Do the staff here help you stay out of trouble? 
No 
Encourage 
Help get jobs, into school, grcups, etc. 

Total 
N 

Traditional 
Institutional 

Cottage 
(%) 

61 
39 

100 
85 

• 'Source: Cross-sectional survey of youth in'programs 
*Source: Cohort Analysis 
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Experimental 
Cottage in 
Institution 

(%) 

30 
70 

100 
87 

Community 
Based 

Program 
(%) 

14** 
86 

"""1Ocr 
35 

23' 
53 
23 

100 
43 
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We will be able to say more about the relative impact of moral support or en
couragement and concrete support such as finding jobs as the cohort analysis 
proceeds. 

In order to know how youth in the cohort analysis perceive relationships 
with others after they have been through a program, we have tabulated responses 
from the semantic differential test on two items, good-bad and fair-unfair, wit.h 
respect to the youth's perceptions of each of nine categories of persons. The 
two items, good-bad and fair-unfair, are strongly related and are reliable indi
cators of a generally positive evaluation of a category. We have ordered the 
objects of evaluation in Table 8 by the ratings given them by our cohort youth 
on 'the good-bad item, and presented the average scale response to the good-bad 
item and the fair-unfair item. The scale range possible on each item was one 
to seven. Higher scores mean ratings indicating better or fairer. 

"Mother" and "Program Staff" received the highest evaluations, while the 
"Department of Youth Services" and the "Police" receive the lowest, both on 
goodness and fairness, "Me" and "My Friends" are in the middle, along with 
"School Teacher." "l"!y Friends" would rank higher in the ordering if the order
ing were based on fairness instead of goodness. 

Particularly noteworthy is the difference in evaluation given Program Staff and 
the DYS. Program Staff are, of course, the direct personal contact between DYS 
and the youth, so the concept of DYS which is rated so negatively must signify 
something to the youth other than their immediate experiences in programs. 
The similarity of DYS and police evaluations suggests that youth see the DYS 
in general, as opposed to program staff, as linked with the police and the courts 
as agents of the youth's loss of freedom. It is also possible that the youth simply 
associate DYS with the old, unreformed system. The youths' ranking of categories 
of persons corresponds loosely to what we might expect a ranking of closeness 
and personalncss of relationships to look like. In this context it is significant 
that Program Staff in the community-based programs are ranked second from 
the top, after Mother, on both goodness and fairness. 

Conclusion 

T1Je traditional training school system that existed in Massachusetts prior :0 
the recent reforlllS is still the dominant pattern for )'outIJ corrections throughout 
the country. In fact, preliminary results of a national survey of jU\'('nile corrrec
tional practices reveal that there are as many states incre;lsinf,\ tht' IlIImber of 
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TABLE 8 
Mean Response Scores on Two Semantic Differential Items 

Category of Persons Being Described uGoodness" uFairness" 

Mother 6;0 5.7 
Program Staff 5.2 5.3 
Father 5.1 4.9 
Me 4.9 4.9 
My Friends 4.7 5.1 
Schoolteacher 4.7 4.6 
Other Kids Here 4.6 4.4 
DYS 3.6 3.6 
Police 3.0 2.4 

N=39. 

delinquent youth confined in institutions as there are showing decreases.2o For 
many of these states the Massachusetts experience will provide useful guidance 
to the problems major reforms must confront. 

The Massachusetts reforms have closed the traditional training sch.ools and 
developed a variety of alternative residential and non-residential services based 
in the new state regions. Our research on these reforms, however, is not yet 
complete. There has not yet been sufficient exposure time in the community 
for those in the new progTams to provide a valid, follow-up comparison with 
those treated in institutions. In addition, the collection of recidivism informa
tion has been delayed pending. the development of approved regulations for 
access by research personnel to criminal history information of juvenile and adult 
offenders. These arrangements have just been completed. 

Additional issues need further analysis and study. One is whether the same 
broad changes could have been pursued as successfully more gradually. Miller 
and his aides have expressed the view that gradual implementation of such 
major changes would permit the mobilization of conservative groups inside and 
outside the agency to block changes. This view is not easily discounted, given 
other states' experiences in reform efforts. 

Another issue concerns administrative confueion and neglect of staff develop
ment in the transitional period. The rapid changes in staff assignments and 

20 Wolfgang I. Grichting, Sampling Plans and Results, The University 0/ Michigan National As. 
sessment of Juvenile Corrections Project (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Institute of Continu
ing Legal Education, School of Social Work, 1973). 
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responsibilities created a highly fluid administrative situation. It provided great
er freedom to experiment with new treatment methods, stimulated staff members 
to considerable creativity and initiative, and enabled the administration to avoid 
premature commitment and consolidation of insufficiently tested programs. How
ever, it has been charged that this approach unnecessarily alienated both old 
and new staff members. 

Commissioner Miller has also been criticized for leaving Massachusetts in 
January, 1973, to become the new Director of ·Family and Children's Services 
in Illinois. He left before financial and personnel problems had been resolved 
and before a new alternative system of residential and non-residential services 
had fully replaced the old. He believed that reform commissioners are inevi
tably expendable since the hostility aroused by major changes becomes too great 
a barrier to furthe" progress. He thinks that the consolidation of the Massachu
setts community based services will now proceed faster with his successor, Com
missioner Joseph Leavy, in charge.21 It is too soon yet to know if he is right. 
The 1974 Departmental budget, with additional suppo.t from federal funds, 
enables the Department to catch up with its financial commitments on pur
chased services. The budget also provides more time for staff transfers and re
training. This should greatly aid in consolidating a new consensus. 

The Massachusetts D~partment of Youth Services has undertaken a major 
pioneering step in correctional reform. It has demonstrated that radical changes 
in the official ideology, policies, and programs of treatment for delinquent youth 
can be achieved in a short period of time. Evidence thus far indicates that youth 
perceive the new system as more helpful and staff more responsive. There is 
wid"!spread agreement that it encourages more humane treatment of youth and 
offers staff more resources for reintegrating youth into their home communities. 
Whether in the long run these new policies and programs will result in better 
protection for the community and more effective help for troubled youth is 
still to be determined. 

.1 Intervicw with Jcrome Miller by research staff, February, 1973. 
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